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is worse that human beings should see nets closing pitilessly
round another human being and not feel sympathy for him,
§
At Flemington, in fact, it was not merely a miserable
German rendered un-normal by the late war who was on
his trial. It was humanity . . . humanity that still believes
that putting out an eye is a remedy for another's eye having
been put out. It was you and I who were on our triaL
Because we have not sufficiently exerted ourselves to get rid
of that belief from the muddled brains of humanity. It is
not laws that can better the world; only the public con-
science can do that. Of that you had evidence enough
during prohibition days. It was all our public institutions
really that were on their trial at Flemington. Perhaps it
was really democracy—though poor democracy has been
lately so hard hit that one is reluctant to say so.
§
Democracy,, then, has broken down. ... I think we may
say it has broken down . . . because it is unsuited to deal
with vast masses of human beings. We elect representatives
for everything and once they are elected we lose control
of them completely. We ought, when we vote, to vote for
laws, not for men to make laws for us. The men we now
elect make not only our laws for dealing with specific in-
stances—with murder, marriage, insurance, but also our
Law—the spirit in which our laws are administered. But
there exists to-day hardly a man, far less any body of men,
who can be trusted to make, for immense bodies of humanity,
laws that will not cause atrocious injustices and entirely
defeat their own ends. Or if such men exist they are thinkers.
Thinkers do not possess the gifts of histrionic prostitution
that will make them appeal to vast electorates.
§
What was unsatisfying at the trial at Flemington was the
undue vindictiveness of the prosecution and the moral
cowardice of the defence—both being political products.

